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Abstract
After the passing of a controversial bill in North Carolina, Target publicized its transgenderfriendly bathroom policy on April 19, 2016. The corporation’s announcement created a
nationwide divide - those who supported Target’s support of the LGBTQ community and those
who believed Target’s policy put its customers in danger. Despite criticism, Target and its CEO
remained committed to its policy, touting the corporation’s dedication to diversity and inclusion.
This case study describes the series of events that have occurred since Target’s announcement
and attempts to answer a recurring question in today’s society: When should companies take
sides on controversial social issues?
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Overview
On March 23, 2016, the governor of North Carolina signed a controversial bill which stated that
transgender people must use the restroom that matches the sex on their birth certificate (Kopan
& Scott, 2016). In response to the new law, on April 19, 2016, upscale discount retailer Target
Corporation released a statement on its website titled, “Continuing to Stand for Inclusivity,” in
which it publicly announced that all Target employees and customers were allowed to use
whichever restroom and fitting room corresponded with their gender identity (Abrams, 2016).
Although the company was under no obligation to take a stance on this issue, Target cited its
long-standing commitment to inclusivity as its motivation, stating, “Everyone deserves to feel
like they belong. And you’ll always be accepted, respected and welcomed at Target” (Target
Corporation, 2016, para. 6). Although Target’s announcement has been celebrated by
supporters of LGBTQ rights, it has also been widely criticized by conservatives across the
nation, resulting in a boycott of the retailer.
Despite the negative reactions, Target has not shied away from its policy. One week after the
creation of an online petition, Target CEO Brian Cornell appeared on CNBC’s “Squawk Box,”
defending Target’s position on the issue and announcing that the company would not reverse its
decision. Cornell stated, “We took a stance, and we’re going to continue to embrace our belief
of diversity and inclusion, just how important that is to our company, but we’re also going to
make sure our focus on safety is unwavering” (Andrews, 2016, para. 9). Another Target
spokesperson, Molly Snyder, said, "We certainly respect that there are a wide variety of
perspectives and opinions. As a company that firmly stands behind what it means to offer our
team an inclusive place to work—and our guests an inclusive place to shop—we continue to
believe that this is the right thing for Target" (Malcolm, 2016b, para. 6). Regardless of its
criticism, Target has defended its bathroom policy, saying it is part of its corporate character, a
commitment to diversity and inclusion in all of its stores.

Company Background
History of Target

Target Corporation is an upscale discount retailer that strives to provide high-quality, on-trend
merchandise at attractive prices in clean, spacious and guest-friendly stores (Target
Corporation, n.d.). With 1,799 stores in the United States and more than 341,000 team
members worldwide, Target is the second largest retail chain in the United States, behind
Walmart (Abrams, 2016). Target was founded by George Dayton and is headquartered in
Minneapolis, Minnesota. Target tries to differentiate itself from other retail stores by combining
many of the best department store features—fashion, quality and service—with the low prices of
a discounter. It was created as, "a store you can be proud to shop in, a store you can have
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confidence in, a store that is fun to shop and exciting to visit," (Target Corporation, n.d.). The
first Target store opened in 1962 in the Minneapolis suburb of Roseville, Minn., with a focus on
convenient shopping at competitive discount prices.
Today, Target says it is committed to providing a one-stop shopping experience for guests by
delivering differentiated merchandise and outstanding value with its Expect More. Pay Less.®
brand promise. In 2014, Brian Cornell was named CEO and Board Chairman of Target
Corporation. According to Target, “Cornell leads the retailer’s team in working to accelerate
Target’s performance, advance its digital evolution and deliver on its “Expect More. Pay Less.”
promise to guests” (Target Corporation, n.d., para. 1). With more than 30 years of experience
and multiple leadership positions, including three CEO roles and more than two decades doing
business in North America, Cornell strives to maintain and represent the company’s stated
beliefs and values–such as the celebration of diversity and inclusion (Whaba, 2015).

Target’s Mission

Target’s Values
1. Great shopping, anytime, anywhere
“Whether you're shopping in our stores, online or on a mobile device, we work hard to ensure
your experience is always enjoyable and exciting.”
2. Celebrating diversity & inclusion
“As champions of diversity and inclusivity, we're making our business stronger, building our
talented team, and working toward a more equal society.”
3. Design for all
“It's our belief that great design is fun, energetic, surprising and smart—and it should be
accessible and affordable for everyone.”
4. Community support & engagement
“We believe in being an active citizen and good neighbor in our communities. We give our time,
talent and business strengths to make our communities strong, healthy and safe.”
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5. More for your money
“We think a lot about your budget and how to give you the best value every time you shop with
us.”
6. A fun and rewarding place to work
“We’re committed to building a team that does the right thing for our communities, our
shareholders and, above all, our guests.”

Target’s Corporate Reputation
Target says it is committed to its legacy of responsible corporate citizenship, ethical business
practices, environmental stewardship and generous community support. Since 1946, the
corporation has given five percent of its income to communities through grants and a variety of
programs like Take Charge of Education® (Target Corporation, n.d.). Today, that giving equals
more than four million dollars per week, largely directed toward supporting education (Whaba,
2015).

Target’s History of CSR
“Every time we open our doors, we continue a commitment that's been growing since 1946: a
brighter future for our team members, our communities and the world we live in.” - Target
Target has a long standing history of corporate social responsibility (CSR), which is defined as
the voluntary actions that a corporation puts in place as it pursues its mission and fulfills
obligations to stakeholders, employees, communities and the environment (Dodd, 2014).
Target’s CSR plays a role in health and wellness for all, having a strong community impact,
commitment to sustainability and continuing to strive for a more equal society. Target has been
supporting communities through giving, which has always been a cornerstone of its business
and a belief that guides many of Target’s business decisions. For example, in 2016, Target
funded up to five million dollars of kid-inspired ideas for wellness-focused projects in schools
throughout the country (Target Corporation, n.d.).
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Target’s History of CSA
“We believe that sharing our expertise and resources with policy makers will lead to better
decisions for our communities and our business.” – Target
Target also has a good reputation when it comes to corporate social activism (CSA), which is
defined as the efforts to promote, impede, or direct social, political, economic, and/or
environmental reform or stasis with the desire to make improvements in society (Dodd, 2014).
Target has not shied away from addressing social issues, taking part in CSA by having a voice
in public policy, issue advocacy and political engagement. Target is no stranger to stating its
opinion on controversial issues. The retailer was one of the first large discount stores to show
African American models in their advertisements in the 1950s and 60s (Target Corporation,
n.d.) and has been a big advocate for e-fairness, online sales taxes and security since the years
following the company’s massive data breach in 2013. Target implemented a new chip and pin
credit card system, while remaining transparent with stakeholders throughout the entire crisis.
More recently, Target has focused its advocacy on issues such as taxes, trade, product safety,
sustainability, data security, healthcare, employment, and labor issues, as well as the most
recent issue of diversity and inclusion.

Corporate Character
According to the Arthur W. Page Society, “Corporate character describes the unique identity
that distinguishes each enterprise—the characteristics that define its very nature. This identity
begins with purposes and values, but lived out through actions that are carried out consistently
in the company’s strategy and operating plans” (The Arthur W. Page Society, 2013, p. 11). The
Arthur W. Page Society notes companies must have corporate character to build strong brands
and to forge deep, meaningful and lasting relationships with stakeholders. Corporate character
is instilled in everything that a company does and everything that they say. It encompasses its
CSA, its CSR and its stated missions and values. According to the Arthur W. Page Society, an
enterprise’s clearly understood character generates trust and motivates employees, customers,
communities and citizens to believe in and advocate for the organization (The Arthur W. Page
Society, 2013, p. 17).
A company like Target can have a well-defined mission and values, but that can be easily
challenged or overturned by what employees, customers or citizens experience when they
interact with the company (The Arthur W. Page Society, 2013, p. 17). In the case of Target, the
organization continues to follow the lead of the CEO and the C-Suite in enforcing the
inclusiveness of the company and how it treats its stakeholders. According to the Arthur W.
Page Society, “Character, by definition, should be resistant to change through changing times,
changing business models and changing management systems. However, it must be continually
revisited and rendered contemporary” (The Arthur W. Page Society, 2013, p. 17-18). To garner
trust, the corporate character needs to be exemplified by the CEO, employees and company;
and it must be resistant to change, unless it is to reflect the current attitudes of the company’s
stakeholders.
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There is financial risk involved when a company takes a stance on a public issue. The greater
agreement with a corporate stance results in greater intentions to purchase; whereas lesser
agreement with a corporate stance results in lesser intention to purchase (Dodd & Supa, 2014).
When the stance is a political or sensitive one, the reactions can be amplified. Public
declarations surrounding social-political issues may be proactive organizational initiatives with
planned communication or unintentionally spoken by organizational leadership, prompting
reactive communication (Dodd & Supa, 2014). According to Dodd and Supa, regardless of the
means of making a stance, the company becomes linked to the issue and that can have
profound impacts on organizational goals and even the financial bottom line. Taking a public
stance on a highly polarizing social-political issue has the potential to simultaneously isolate
stakeholders and attract activist groups (Dodd & Supa, 2014). With the potential to have
negative repercussions on company finances, one question arises: why do companies take
sides on controversial public issues?

Mixing Business and Politics
The Global Strategy Group, an American public relations and research firm, says that mixing
business and politics might be a good thing. According to its 2014 study “Business and Politics:
Do they mix?” the majority of Americans (56 percent) believe that corporations should stand up
for what they believe politically, regardless of whether or not it is controversial. In addition, 89
percent now believe that corporations have the power to influence social change (p. 3). It is
important to know your customers when taking a social stance. According to the report,
“Millennials more than any other age group say that LGBT-friendly positions taken by the
companies are appropriate. After learning about these stances, Millennials became much more
favorable towards these companies overall” (p. 6). The report notes that even though
respondents believe that companies should take these highly political stances, the issue must
be treated with caution because it will catch the public’s attention and may lead to pushback.
However, the report concludes that “Millennials will make up 75 percent of the global workforce
by 2025. Therefore, companies should consider this demographic’s views on social and political
issues before taking a stance that could backfire internally or externally” (p. 9). Conversely,
taking a stance that Millennials agree with may be a good way to plan for the future.
There is a strong relationship between specific age groups and purchase decisions across
controversial issues—a relationship that could have far-reaching impact for business leaders
and brand decision makers (Dodd, 2015). This infers that younger shoppers at Target will react
differently than two generations above them. Younger age groups are most likely to engage in
corporate supportive behaviors when beliefs are aligned and senior age groups are most likely
to engage in corporate hindering behaviors when beliefs are not aligned. Those in the middleaged groups engage in both behaviors, but to a lesser extent overall (Dodd, 2015). With its
corporate alignment on LGBT issues, Target could see increased sales among key youthful
demographics for people who agree with the stance, while having a small decline among the
millennials who disagree with its stance. Dodd writes that for the older generations, there would
be little increased sales for those seniors who agree with Target’s stance on controversial
issues, but there would be a noticeable decline in intent to purchase from seniors who disagree
with Target’s stance (2015).
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The decision to take a stance may be understood not as an obligation or expectation among
stakeholders, but as a voluntary activity where the intended outcome may be aimed at
betterment of society at-large (Dodd & Supa, 2014). Regardless of the reason for the decision,
there could be a financial impact to the company. It is reasoned that the financial impact has the
potential to be either positive or negative and perhaps, in some contexts, the impact offsets
itself leaving the ability to advocate “freely” (Dodd & Supa, 2014). In this current case, Target is
taking an unwavering stand that aligns its business decision and operations regarding LGBT
issues with its corporate character.

Target Takes a Stance
Target’s Bathroom Policy
On March 23, 2016, the governor of North Carolina signed a controversial bill which stated that
transgender people must use the restroom that matches the sex on their birth certificate (Kopan
& Scott, 2016). The new law sparked a political debate on the rights of the transgender
community, specifically their usage of public restrooms, across the nation.
In response to the legislative proposals on transgender rights and equality, Target announced it
would uphold its current policy of diversity and inclusion, enabling employees and customers to
use whichever bathroom coincided with their gender identity. The company stated, “Given the
specific questions these legislative proposals raised about how we manage our fitting rooms
and restrooms, we felt it was important to state our position” (Target Corporation, 2016, para. 5).
Target claimed that its motivation for publicizing and upholding its policy on transgender use of
restrooms is its dedication to diversity and inclusion in the workplace. In the statement released
on April 19, 2016, Target stated:
We believe that everyone—every team member, every guest, and every
community—deserves to be protected from discrimination, and treated equally.
Consistent with this belief, Target supports the federal Equality Act, which provides
protections to LGBT individuals, and opposes action that enables discrimination.
In our stores, we demonstrate our commitment to an inclusive experience in many
ways. Most relevant for the conversations currently underway, we welcome
transgender team members and guests to use the restroom or fitting room facility
that corresponds with their gender identity (Target Corporation, 2016, para. 2-3).
Target’s commitment to LGBT restroom rights is parallel to the corporation’s past actions.
Previously, it has shown its LGBT support through its corporate sponsorship of the Out & Equal
summit, a summit aimed at recruiting corporations to adopt gay-friendly workplace policies, and
its decision to remove gender-specific labels throughout its children’s toy, clothing, and bedding
sections. Target’s commitment to LGBT equality is obvious through the corporation’s actions
and partnerships, but it is also possible that Target’s public stance was motivated by profit and
the lure of the growing millennial population.
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The Lure of Millennials
Approximately one week after Target’s announcement, Forbes published an article stating that
Target’s decision to publicly reiterate its transgender policies was a strategic move to better
align its values with millennial values (Heller, 2016). As stated previously, millennials are quickly
becoming an influential part of the marketplace and are predicted to make up 75 percent of the
workforce by 2025 (Heller, 2016). Furthermore, millennials are avid supporters of social values
in the workplace, with employee satisfaction, ethics, and customer focus ranking as the most
important factors in long term business success (Deloitte, 2016). Because Target currently has
an impressive millennial following, one could argue it is imperative that millennial values are
taken into consideration when the corporation defines its company culture and mission.
A recent analysis of 25
merchandise categories tracked
by Prosper Insights reveals unique
insights on why Millennial
shoppers are headed to Target
and Walmart. Millennials’
propensity to shop Target
outpaces their tendency to shop
Walmart for 24 of 25 categories
(Goodfellow, 2015). While young
shoppers are clearly driven to
Walmart for groceries, the big
discounter lags its competitor in
several key merchandise
categories, including apparel,
footwear, health/beauty, and toys (Goodfellow 2015). According to the chart, Target is falling
behind Walmart in several big areas including grocery, prescription drugs, household cleaning
items, and electronics.
Millennials are shopping at Walmart, but they may not love Walmart. This affinity connections is
measured by a NetPromoter score which is used to measure customer experience and can be
used to predict business growth. While Walmart is a top shopping destination for the youngest
generation, their affinity for the big discounter is lacking. In other words, they don’t necessarily
shop Walmart because they want to; this cash-strapped, financially conservative group does so
because they have to (Goodfellow, 2016). Target leads in every measure except frozen foods.
Millennials rate Walmart with a general NPS of 10.0 percent--on the bright side, Walmart’s score
is positive; however, Millennials who recently perused Target awarded the rival discounter a
score more than three times higher (36.3 percent) (Goodfellow, 2016).
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Timeline of Events
March 23, 2016 – North Carolina passes bill stating transgender individuals must use bathroom
that corresponds with what is on their birth certificate, rather than what sex they identify with.
April 19, 2016 – Target makes a public statement, “Continuing to Stand for Inclusivity” on
Transgender bathrooms, stating that all Target guests and employees can use whichever
bathroom they identify with.
April 20, 2016 – American Family Association (AFA) starts an online petition to boycott all
Target retail stores in protest of new bathroom policy.
April 29, 2016 – Target’s stock price declines from $83.98 per share (April 19) to $81.33 per
share (April 28) and below $65 by mid-May.
May 11, 2016 – Target’s CEO, Brian Cornell, appears on CNBC’s “Squawk Box,” and says
Target stands by its announcement that transgender shoppers and employees are welcome to
use whichever bathroom corresponds with their gender identity.
May 20, 2016 – Target’s CEO, Brian Cornell, tells Fortune Magazine that the retail chain’s
decision to allow transgender customers and staff to use the bathroom that most closely
corresponds with their gender identity has not hurt sales.
June 9, 2016 – Some shareholders confront Cornell on transgender bathroom policy at Target’s
annual shareholder meeting in California.
July 12, 2016 – Target stores start making headlines with incidents of men reportedly trying to
watch women undress in dressing rooms, follow women and children into bathrooms, and look
over bathroom stalls.
August 17, 2016 – USA Today reports that Target’s second quarter 2016 earnings fell 9.7
percent to $680 million and the retailer lowered its sales estimate for the rest of the year, citing
“a difficult retail environment.”
August 17, 2016 – Target announces it will spend $20 million dollars to revamp and add single
stall bathrooms to all of its 1,700 locations by March 2017.
October 3, 2016 – The American Family Association (AFA) releases a list of 10 crimes that
allegedly resulted from the abuse of Target's bathroom policy.
October 5, 2016 – Target opens several smaller stores in urban areas and college towns
around the country, after recently reporting its first decline in existing-store sales in two years.
Analysts blame the sales decline on everything from Target’s approach to the transgender
bathroom issue, to Cornell’s so-far unsuccessful new strategy on groceries, to the same
pressures from e-commerce that all bricks-and-mortar chains are facing.
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Public Response
Public response to Target’s bathroom announcement was twofold, with progressive shoppers
celebrating Target’s bold support of the LGBT community and
conservative shoppers starkly opposing the corporation’s
decision to allegedly put the social needs of others over the
safety of its consumers.
Shortly after Target’s announcement, the American Family
Association (AFA) created an online petition calling for a
boycott of Target stores (Abrams, 2016), which has more than
1.4 million signatures (American Family Association, 2016).
The petition claimed that Target’s stance on the issue was
dangerous and gave sexual predators easy access to their
victims (American Family Association, 2016). The boycott has
been fueled on social media outlets, where Target’s opposition
can use the hashtag, #BoycottTarget, to share their thoughts
on the company’s position and encourage others to join the
protest.
In response to the Boycott Target petition, fans of Target’s policy have also created multiple
petitions to display their support but have failed to gain the scale and the united support of the
AFA petition. The most prevalent hashtag among Target supporters is #StandWithTarget. When
analyzing twitter posts about Target’s bathroom policy from April 19, 2016 to November 19,
2016, #BoycottTarget was mentioned 9,881 times and #StandWithTarget was only mentioned
1,856 times. As shown in the word clouds below, conversation around #BoycottTarget (word
cloud on the left) focused on the AFA protest and the safety of women and children and
conversation around #StandWithTarget (word cloud on the right) focused on discrimination,
human rights, and repealing North Carolina’s House Bill Two.

Examples of both supportive and critical tweets are listed below:
Negative reaction:
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Positive reaction:
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Media Response
Like the public, the news media also had differing reactions to Target’s announcement
depending in part on media alignment with conservative or liberal viewpoints. While much of the
media remained neutral and debated the impact of Target’s bold announcement, more
conservative media outlets, such as FOX News and Breitbart News, have adopted the
messaging of the AFA petition, highlighting the alleged dangers of the bathroom policy and the
rise in crimes that are allegedly connected to it. Business media have closely followed the
financial impact of the corporation’s decision, debating whether or not the company’s decline in
stock value can be attributed to Target’s LGBT bathroom policy.
The New York Times:

Breitbart:

The Huffington Post:

USA Today:

Additional Retail Transgender Policies
Although Target has been in the spotlight for its progressive bathroom policy, it is not the only
corporation that allows transgender people to use whichever restroom corresponds with their
gender identity. Starbucks, Hudson Bay Co., and Barnes & Noble have openly admitted that its
bathroom policies are in line with Target’s policy (Malcolm, 2016a). Furthermore, according to
the 2016 Corporate Equality Index (CEI), which measures a company’s support for the LGBT
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community, 93 percent of U.S. businesses today protect employees on the basis of gender
identity (Human Rights Campaign Foundation).
However, Walmart, the largest retailer in the
U.S. and one of Target’s biggest competitors,
has not released information on its restroom
policy (Silverstein, 2016). Because of the
differing public opinions on the issue, Walmart
would face opposition with any policy it
publicized. The retailer’s silence has already
been criticized. Jessica Levin, the
communications director of the advocacy group
Making Change at Walmart, stated, “Walmart's
silence on this is more than just silence. It's
giving bigotry a free pass… It's the number one
retailer in the country and it could set the
standard for what other retailers do"
(Silverstein, 2016). On the other hand, Walmart
has also reaped benefits from its silence
because, as seen in the Twitter posts above, at
least some of Target’s protesters have relied on
Walmart for their retail needs since Target
publicized its bathroom policy.

Outcomes
Business Performance
As mentioned in the timeline, there was a large drop in Target’s share price from April to May
2016. The Minneapolis-based retailer reported a surprising 2.2 percent drop in traffic during the
May-to-July 2016 period—its first decline in that metric in a year and a half, and the biggest
slide it’s seen since the Great Recession outside of the massive data breach in 2013 (Kumar,
2016). This announcement was made with the second quarter earnings in mid-August 2016
sending the stock price tumbling again. Target also reported its first comparable U.S. sales drop
in two years and lowered its forecast for the second half of the year, including holidays, which it
said it expects to be flat (Kumar, 2016).
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Target executives offered their own explanations for the falloff in store traffic: They lost some
trips to in-store pharmacies amid the rebranding of them to the CVS Health banner; electronics
sales were down double digits (Apple products slumped more than 20 percent); and an overhaul
of the grocery department to include more specialty and organic items is still not hitting the mark
with consumers (Kumar, 2016). Interestingly enough, groceries, prescription drugs, and
electronics were all items that Millennials purchased at Walmart, as mentioned before.
To put this stock price drop into perspective, it is important to compare Target’s performance
with that of Walmart. From April-May, the two companies performed equally, even sharing the
large Mid-May drop. However, Walmart shares were able to recover from the drop and are up 4
percent from April. Target shares missed the mark and, up until November 15, 2016, were down
13.27 percent.

The case timeline is too narrow to see longer term trends, so an examination of stock
performance for the last five years for both companies provides a better picture. Even with
downturns possibly caused by the 2013 data breach, the 2015 closing of all Canadian Target
branded stores, the 2016 sale of its pharmacies to CVS, and the announcement of its stance on
transgender bathrooms, Target is still outperforming Walmart based on a five-year analysis.
Target’s stock price is up over 34 percent, while Walmart is underperforming at an approximate
20 percent gain.

While it is true that Target’s stock price dipped around the same time that Target announced its
plans for standing for inclusivity and the subsequent AFA boycott, it is unclear if the drop in
stock price was related at all. What is known is that the Q3 numbers released in mid-November
2016 were encouraging. Shoppers returned to Target Corp. stores for back-to-school bargains
and the retailer pointed to improving traffic trends for the key holiday season after struggling to
lure customers during the summer (Safdar & Jamerson, 2016). Target posted a small decline in
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sales at stores open at least a year, but the third-quarter slide wasn’t as severe as executives
had warned, and they also said same-store sales could return to growth in the fourth quarter
(Safdar & Jamerson, 2016). Investors seem pleased as Target’s stock climbed back to May
2016 levels.
Reputational Impact
Target’s reputation was initially affected by the announcement of its bathroom policy, particularly
with consumers. In the week following Target’s announcement, the corporation’s “Buzz score,”
which determines the population’s general perception of a company on a scale from -100 to
100, dropped eight points from 19 to 11 (Marzilli, 2016). A lower score indicates a more
negative perception. One month after the statement was made, only 35 percent of consumers
said that they would consider buying from Target on their next shopping trip, compared to 42
percent before the boycott began (Peterson, 2016). Although the majority of consumers still held
positive impression of the brand, consumer perception dropped to its lowest point in two years
(Peterson, 2016).

Consumer perceptions of Target have bounced back in the past. For example, the 2013 data
breach caused Target’s buzz score to fall 35 points from +26 to -9, but the company was able to
fully recover in a year (Abid, 2016). Business media compared the AFA boycott to previous
nationwide boycotts, stating that such boycotts do not typically cause irreparable negative
perception (Abid, 2016; Peterson, 2016).

The Future of CSA/CSR/Corporate Character
Target Continues CSA
Target’s commitment to corporate social responsibility and corporate social activism remains
high as the retailer stands by its gender neutral bathroom decision and living out its corporate
character. Each year, Target strives to improve its CSR and CSA compared to the previous year
17

by setting new goals for better sustainability, community involvement and health and wellness
for Target stakeholders. For example, in 2016, Target took on a new design program for
sustainability and funded $5 million dollars toward Kids Ideas, programs supporting the health
and wellness of children across the U.S.

Target Spends $20 Million on Single-Stall Bathrooms
“There are an estimated 1,800 Target stores in the U.S., most of which already have single
occupancy bathrooms available,” according to a Target spokesperson (Safdar, 2016). The few
hundred stores that do not have single-stall bathrooms should get them by early 2017. Target’s
decision to spend $20 million on renovations to update and add private, single-stall bathrooms
to each retail store by early 2017 reflects the company’s corporate character and holds true to
the retailer’s core values. Target remains concerned about the well-being of the safety and
protection of Target’s guests, but does not back down from the decision to allow anyone, no
matter what their gender, to use the private single-stall bathrooms.
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